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mankind fled the earth's surface into the bottomless depths of the darkest oceans.
shielded from a merciless sun's scorching radiation, the human race tried to stave off
certain extinction by sending robotic probes far into the galaxy to search for a new home
among the stars. generations later, one family is about to be torn apart in a conflict that
will ush millennia ago, mankind fled the earth's surface into the bottomless depths of the
darkest oceans. shielded from a merciless sun's scorching radiation, the human race tried
to stave off certain extinction by sending robotic probes far into the galaxy to search for
a new home among the stars. generations later, one family is about to be torn apart in a
conflict that will usher in the final race to save humanity from a world beyond hope.
dive into an aquatic fantasy like none you've ever seen before, as writer rick remender
(fear agent, uncanny avengers) and artist greg tocchini (last days of american crime)
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WILD IRIS RIDGE (HOPE'S CROSSING #7)
lucy drake and brendan caine have only one thing in common… and it's likely to
tear them apart. because it was brendan's late wife, jessie—and lucy's best
friend—who'd brought them together in the first place. and since jesse's passing,
brendan's been distracted by his two little ones…and the memory of an explosive
kiss with lucy years before his marriage. still, he'll ste lucy drake and brendan
caine have only one thing in common… and it's likely to tear them apart. because
it was brendan's late wife, jessie—and lucy's best friend—who'd brought them
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together in the first place. and since jesse's passing, brendan's been distracted by
his two little ones…and the memory of an explosive kiss with lucy years before
his marriage. still, he'll steer clear of her. she's always been trouble with a capital
t. lucy couldn't wait to shed her small-town roots for the big city. but now that
she's back in hope's crossing to take care of the queen anne home her late aunt has
left her, she figures seeing brendan caine again is no big deal. after all, she'd
managed to resist the handsome fire chief once before, but clearly the embers of
their attraction are still smoldering… ...more

HOPE'S FOLLY (DOCK FIVE UNIVERSE #3)
admiral philip guthrie is in an unprecedented position: on the wrong end of the
law, leading a ragtag band of rebels against the oppressive imperial forces. or he
would be if he could get his command ship, the derelict cruiser called hope's folly,
functioning. not much can rattle philips legendary cool, but the woman who helps
him foil an assassination attempt on kirro sta admiral philip guthrie is in an
unprecedented position: on the wrong end of the law, leading a ragtag band of
rebels against the oppressive imperial forces. or he would be if he could get his
command ship, the derelict cruiser called hope's folly, functioning. not much can
rattle philips legendary cool, but the woman who helps him foil an assassination
Readable/Downloadable
attempt on kirro station will. she's the daughter of his best friend and first
commander, a man who died while under philips command and whose death is on
philips conscience. rya bennton has been in love with philip guthrie since she was
a girl. but can her childhood fantasies survive an encounter with the hardened
man, and newly minted rebel leader, once she learns the truth about her fathers
death? or will her passion for revenge put not only their hearts but their lives at
risk? its an impossible mission: a man who feels he can't love. a woman who
believes she's unlovable. and an enemy who will stop at nothing to crush them
both. ...more

HAVE TUX, WILL TRAVEL: BOB HOPE'S OWN STORY
"if i had my life to live over again, i wouldn't have time." -- bob hope the legendary wit
and unmistakable voice of america's favorite showman are captured here in the master
entertainer's memoir of his first fifty years in show business. from his one-night stands in
vaudeville to countless performances for servicemen on u.s. military bases across the
globe, this delightf "if i had my life to live over again, i wouldn't have time." -- bob hope
the legendary wit and unmistakable voice of america's favorite showman are captured here
in the master entertainer's memoir of his first fifty years in show business. from his onenight stands in vaudeville to countless performances for servicemen on u.s. military bases
across the globe, this delightfully candid book of funny life stories is pure hope. in his own Readable/Downloadable
words, hope recalls his brief career as an amateur prizefighter; his flops and successes in
vaudeville; memories of sharing the stage with ethel merman and jimmy durante; his
courtship of the young singer who would become his bride; his forgettable first screen test;
his friendship with bing crosby and their high jinks on the sets of the famous "road"
pictures; poignant and hair-raising trips to entertain the troops; a personal request from
general patton; and eighteen holes of golf with president eisenhower. bob hope was the
unchallenged king of the one-liner, a consummate performer, and a beloved supporter of
our men in uniform, and his irrepressible spirit shines through in these hilarious, nostalgic,
and truly memorable stories from a life lived to bring laughter to others. ...more
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HOPE'S END (POWDER MAGE)
captain verundish has two problems. on campaign with the adran army and far
from her homeland, she is helpless when the young daughter she left at home is
threatened. to make matters worse, general tamas has put her lover in command of
a hope's end—the first charge through a breach straight into the teeth of enemy
cannon and sorcery. to save the people she loves, verundish captain verundish has
Readable/Downloadable
two problems. on campaign with the adran army and far from her homeland, she is
helpless when the young daughter she left at home is threatened. to make matters
worse, general tamas has put her lover in command of a hope's end—the first
charge through a breach straight into the teeth of enemy cannon and sorcery. to
save the people she loves, verundish will have to come up with a deadly solution...
.more

GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS, VOL 2: BEYOND HOPE
(GREEN LANTERN: NEW GUARDIANS VOL I #2)
when green lantern kyle rayner found one of each of the multi-colored lantern
rings in his possession, he found himself hunted by some of the most power,
diverse and dangerous members of the other lantern corps. now the mystery must
be put on hold as odym, the homeworld of the blue lanterns, is being attacked by
alien conquerors know as the reach. but betrayed by one of th when green lantern
kyle rayner found one of each of the multi-colored lantern rings in his possession,
he found himself hunted by some of the most power, diverse and dangerous
members of the other lantern corps. now the mystery must be put on hold as
odym, the homeworld of the blue lanterns, is being attacked by alien conquerors
know as the reach. but betrayed by one of their own, the new guardians uneasy
alliance teeters on the edge of destruction. ...more
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THE ZION LEGACY SERIES: THUNDER FROM JERUSALEM,
JERUSALEM'S HEART, THE JERUSALEM SCROOLS, STONES OF
JERUSALEM, JERUSALEM'S HOPE (FIVE ZION LEGACY
HARDCOVER BOOKS)
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WARRIORS: OMEN OF THE STARS #6: THE LAST HOPE ENHANCED
EBOOK (WARRIORS: OMEN OF THE STARS #6)
the end of the stars draws near. three must become four to battle the darkness that
lasts forever .after countless moons of treachery, tigerstar’s dark forest apprentices
are ready to lay siege upon the warrior clans. as jayfeather, dovewing, and
lionblaze prepare to lead their clanmates into battle, they await the arrival of the
mysterious fourth warrior who is proph the end of the stars draws near. three must
become four to battle the darkness that lasts forever .after countless moons of
treachery, tigerstar’s dark forest apprentices are ready to lay siege upon the
warrior clans. as jayfeather, dovewing, and lionblaze prepare to lead their
Readable/Downloadable
clanmates into battle, they await the arrival of the mysterious fourth warrior who
is prophesied to help lead the clans to glory.the darkest hour the clans have ever
faced has dawned. hopes will be shattered and heroes will rise as the warriors
fight for their very survival.this enhanced edition contains the full text of the
novel, plus the following bonus content:• three exclusive videos from erin hunter
about writing warriors over the years; the heroics of firestar; and story ideas that
got left on the cutting room floor• confidential notes from erin hunter including a
behind-the-scenes look at how she chose which cats would die, and the truth
about midnight• a brand-new interactive game only available in this enhanced
ebook• a sneak peek at warriors super edition: yellowfang’s secret ...more

NADIA, CAPTIVE OF HOPE: MEMOIR OF AN ARAB WOMAN:
MEMOIR OF AN ARAB WOMAN
a rare feminist perspective on a people and a culture in one of the most tumultuous
regions in the world, nadia, captive of hope is the autobiography of fay afaf
kanafani, an arab muslim woman born in beirut in 1918.
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HOPE(LESS) (JUDGEMENT OF THE SIX #1)
gabby's brain is like a human fish finder. it comes in handy when she wants to
avoid people. mostly men. they seem to like her a bit too much. it's lonely being
different, but she's adapted to it. really. she just wishes she knew why she is
different, though.in her search for answers, she discovers a hidden community of
werewolves. she immerses herself in their culture, le gabby's brain is like a human
fish finder. it comes in handy when she wants to avoid people. mostly men. they
seem to like her a bit too much. it's lonely being different, but she's adapted to it.
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really. she just wishes she knew why she is different, though.in her search for
answers, she discovers a hidden community of werewolves. she immerses herself
in their culture, learning about their world until she meets clay. he's unkempt,
prone to mood swings, intense without saying a word, and he thinks gabby is
his.it's going to take every trick she knows to convince clay to go away, and every
bit of willpower not to fall for him when she discovers the man beneath the rough
exterior.judgement has begun... .more

HOPE'S CHANCE
this title is no longer available. a hope and a chance is based on the story formally
known as hope's chance with changes/updates to some character names and
information. when hope's parents divorced two years ago, her life was turned
upside down. to pass the time and avoid family issues, she took extra classes and
graduated six months before turning eighteen. after being e this title is no longer
available. a hope and a chance is based on the story formally known as hope's
chance with changes/updates to some character names and information. when
hope's parents divorced two years ago, her life was turned upside down. to pass
the time and avoid family issues, she took extra classes and graduated six months
before turning eighteen. after being estranged for more than a year, her father
moves back to their hometown. hope is reluctant to visit him for the first time, but
her mother insists. the visit to his new mansion is not what she expected until she
meets the secret guy living in the pool house. a year ago, chance avery was on his
way to a law degree courtesy of penn state university, but something terrible
happened. chance has lost everyone in his life, except for his sister. when she
moves to virginia, he has no choice but to come along. with an agreement to
renovate the mansion, he gets to live in the pool house on the property. his life is
boring and meaningless, until one day someone comes barging in his door. when
hope and chance run into each other again, they end up spending the night
together, thinking they never have to see each other again. then hope finds out she
has to move in with her father, who has already warned chance that he is not
allowed to touch his daughter. staying apart is a lot harder than either of them
expected, and soon their feelings intensify to a breaking point, leaving them
helplessly in love with one another. will they be able to hide their relationship
until hope turns eighteen? ...more
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HOPE'S BOY: A MEMOIR
when andrew bridge was seven years old, he and his mother—a mentally unstable
woman who loved her child more than she could care for him—slid deeper and
deeper into poverty, until they were reduced to scavenging for food in trash bins.
welfare officials did little more than threaten to take andrew away, until a social
worker arrived with a police escort and did just that w when andrew bridge was
seven years old, he and his mother—a mentally unstable woman who loved her
child more than she could care for him—slid deeper and deeper into poverty, until
they were reduced to scavenging for food in trash bins. welfare officials did little
Readable/Downloadable
more than threaten to take andrew away, until a social worker arrived with a
police escort and did just that while his mother screamed on the sidewalk. and so
began andrew's descent into the foster care system—"care" being a terrible irony,
as he received almost none for the next eleven years. academic achievement was
andrew's ticket out of hell—a scholarship to wesleyan university led to harvard
law school and a fulbright scholarship. now an accomplished adult, he has
dedicated his life to working on behalf of the frightened children still lost in the
system. hope's boy is his story, a story of endurance and the power of love and,
most of all, of hope. ...more
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THE ART OF STAR WARS: EPISODE IV - A NEW HOPE (THE ART OF
STAR WARS)
to compliment the new special edition versions of the classic star wars films being
released in theaters, these new editions of the bestselling companion books each
include sixteen pages of all-new material, plus all of the breathtaking photos, and
artwork that have made them a must for all star wars collectors and movie buffs.
complete scripts for a new hope and return of to compliment the new special
edition versions of the classic star wars films being released in theaters, these new
editions of the bestselling companion books each include sixteen pages of all-new Readable/Downloadable
material, plus all of the breathtaking photos, and artwork that have made them a
must for all star wars collectors and movie buffs. complete scripts for a new hope
and return of the jedi are also included. some highlights of the three volumes:
storyboards of action sequences detailing the evolution of the story and characters
spectacular us and foreign movie posters costume sketches design and animation
techniques used for the immense imperial walkers the evolution of yoda model
construction of the new death star blueprints and sketches of the imperial shuttle
design rebel and imperial vehicles and much more! ...more

TASTE TEST: A HOPE IN HELL (TASTE TEST)
captured and trapped in hell, angel yare'ach suffers, beginning to fade. demon lord
ayve knows he must try to reach the angel, and he knows the best way to help is to
try to help yare'ach find some peace. under the most trying circumstances,
yare'ach and ayve eventually find a way to come to terms with each other, and
with their life in hell. can they come to understand wh captured and trapped in
Readable/Downloadable
hell, angel yare'ach suffers, beginning to fade. demon lord ayve knows he must try
to reach the angel, and he knows the best way to help is to try to help yare'ach find
some peace. under the most trying circumstances, yare'ach and ayve eventually
find a way to come to terms with each other, and with their life in hell. can they
come to understand what they mean to each other, and find the peace they so
desperately need? ...more

CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE CHRISTIAN SOUL II: STORIES OF FAITH,
HOPE AND HEALING (CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL)
like a favorite passage from scripture, these new stories offer hope, support and
Readable/Downloadable
inspiration to christians of all denominations. chicken soup for the christian soul 2
will deepen readers faith an

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN DAY IN THE LIFE OF YOUR BRAIN: A 24 HOUR
JOURNAL OF WHAT'S HAPPENING IN YOUR BRAIN AS YOU SLEEP, DREAM,
WAKE UP, EAT, WORK, PLAY, FIGHT, LOVE, WORRY, COMPETE, HOPE, MAKE
IMPORTANT DECISIONS, AGE, AND CHANGE
have you ever wondered what's happening in your brain as you go through a typical day and night?
this fascinating book presents an hour-by-hour round-the-clock journal of your brain's activities.
drawing on the treasure trove of information from scientific american and scientific american mind
magazines as well as original material written specifically for this book, judit have you ever
wondered what's happening in your brain as you go through a typical day and night? this
fascinating book presents an hour-by-hour round-the-clock journal of your brain's activities.
drawing on the treasure trove of information from scientific american and scientific american mind
magazines as well as original material written specifically for this book, judith horstman weaves
Readable/Downloadable
together a compelling description of your brain at work and at play."the scientific american day in
the life of your brain" reveals what's going on in there while you sleep and dream, how your brain
makes memories and forms addictions and why we sometimes make bad decisions. the book also
offers intriguing information about your emotional brain, and what's happening when you're feeling
love, lust, fear and anxiety--and how sex, drugs and rock and roll tickle the same spots. based on
the latest scientific information, the book explores your brain's remarkable ability to change, how
your brain can make new neurons even into old age and why multitasking may be bad for you. your
brain is uniquely yours - but research is showing many of its day-to-day cycles are universal. this
book gives you a look inside your brain and some insights into why you may feel and act as you do.
"the scientific american day in the life of your brain" is written in the entertaining, informative and
easy-to-understand style that fans of scientific american and scientific american mind magazine
have come to expect. ...more
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VOLUMES I &AMP; II: AMERICA, THE LAST BEST HOPE: FROM
THE AGE OF DISCOVERY TO A WORLD AT WAR AND FROM A
WORLD AT WAR TO THE TRIUMPH OF FREEDOM: 1492 1989
(CONSERVATIVE BOOKS 2008 HARDCOVER PRINTING 1216 PAGES,
VOLS 1 &AMP; 2 COMPLETE SET)
he was a harsh taskmaster who comforted dying soldiers and quietly commended
their valor. a crusty, often foulmouthed commander who wrote tender letters home
to the love of his life. gen. george s. patton jr. comes to life in these pages as one
of the most colorful, enigmatic, and unfairly maligned leaders in u.s. military
history. often caricatured-as in the big-screen bio he was a harsh taskmaster who
comforted dying soldiers and quietly commended their valor. a crusty, often
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foulmouthed commander who wrote tender letters home to the love of his life.
gen. george s. patton jr. comes to life in these pages as one of the most colorful,
enigmatic, and unfairly maligned leaders in u.s. military history. often
caricatured-as in the big-screen biopic, patton-the general was a complex blend of
battle-tested strengths and nearly fatal personal flaws. without varnishing over his
shortcomings, "patton: the pursuit of destiny" shatters myths and builds a
compelling case for a deeper appreciation of the man who inspired unsurpassed
loyalty and admiration from the soldiers who served under him. destined for an
outsized life, patton parlayed his family's deep military roots, his world war i
experiences, his olympic exploits, and his passion for freedom to become one of
the linchpins of allied victory in world war ii. ...more

THE FALLING OF HOPE (FALLING #3)
grace hathaway thought that her perpetual love problems were over the day she
said, "i do." she married the perfect man and leads a life most only dream of, but
is it all an illusion? struggling in her marriage and lackluster routine, grace is
faced with an uncertain future and a void in her soul. pain threatens to bring her
down. when the past returns to her life, remindin grace hathaway thought that her
perpetual love problems were over the day she said, "i do." she married the perfect
man and leads a life most only dream of, but is it all an illusion? struggling in her Readable/Downloadable
marriage and lackluster routine, grace is faced with an uncertain future and a void
in her soul. pain threatens to bring her down. when the past returns to her life,
reminding her of missed opportunities, a twist of emotions reopens old wounds.
leaving everything she thought she ever wanted behind, she summons her courage
and strength to embark on a journey of self-discovery that takes her all over the
world and into a future she never imagined. but, when all feels lost, will hope be
enough to keep grace from falling again? ...more

THE GLORY (THE HOPE AND THE GLORY #2)
like no other novelist at work today, herman wouk has managed to capture the
sweep of history in novels rich in character and alive with drama. in "the hope,"
which opens in 1948 and culminates in the miraculous triumph of 1967's six-day
war, wouk plunges the reader into the story of a nation struggling for its birth and
then its survival. as the tale resumes in "the glory like no other novelist at work
today, herman wouk has managed to capture the sweep of history in novels rich in
character and alive with drama. in "the hope," which opens in 1948 and
culminates in the miraculous triumph of 1967's six-day war, wouk plunges the
Readable/Downloadable
reader into the story of a nation struggling for its birth and then its survival. as the
tale resumes in "the glory," wouk portrays the young nation once again pushed to
the brink of annihilation -- and sets the stage for today's ongoing struggle for
peace. taking us from the sinai to jerusalem, from dust-choking battles to the
entebbe raid, from camp david to the inner lives of such historical figures as golda
meir, moshe dayan, and anwar sadat, these extraordinary novels have the
authenticity and authority of wouk's finest fiction -- and together strike a
resounding chord of hope for all humanity. ...more
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WICKED HOPE (WICKED #2)
there isn’t anything that mage mcpherson wouldn’t do for adam, including steal
someone’s spirit. after he's tragically lost to her, mage discovers a spell that can
bring him back. but things can never be that simple and she learns the hard way
that there are always consequences when it comes to magic. adam isn’t quite the
adam she remembers and now whatever he feels, she f there isn’t anything that
mage mcpherson wouldn’t do for adam, including steal someone’s spirit. after he's
tragically lost to her, mage discovers a spell that can bring him back. but things
can never be that simple and she learns the hard way that there are always
consequences when it comes to magic. adam isn’t quite the adam she remembers
Readable/Downloadable
and now whatever he feels, she feels. adam westcott knows three things. one, he
loves mage. two, thanks to her wonder spell they are now somehow physically
connected. and three, there’s a part of him, right next to the heart that beats for
her, that wants to kill her. the only option is to run, but it’s impossible to run away
from yourself. the inner struggle within him makes for a hard fight when yet
another dark magic comes to call. sometimes it’s not evil that you must
defeat…sometimes it’s love, and when the line between love and hate is at its
thinnest, there’s no telling what can happen. but mage won’t lose hope, even if
destiny is being a witch. ...more

ONE PIECE, BD 22, HOPE!! (ONE PIECE #22)
ruffy und co. bleibt nur eine halbe stunde, um alabasta vor einer riesenexplosion
zu retten. unsere freunde geben alles, um das land zu retten, doch sir crocodile,
das fieseste krokodil der welt, geht über leichen, um alabasta zu zerstören...
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